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SUMMARY
A general procedure is developed for identlfylng properties of structural
Joints. The procedure, which uses experimental response data, is considered
general because it is applicable to any size or type of structural system. The
present procedure, which Identlfies characteristics such as damping and stlff-
ness, accommodates both linear and nonlinear joint properties and may process
test data measured at arbitrary stations on the structural system. The method
Identifles joint characteristics by performing a "global" fit between predicted
and measured data. It overcomes limitations of previous methods in that It can
better deal with parameter-dependent constraints (e.g., gaps). The method Is
demonstrated with a simplified model of a bladed dlsk assembly havlng frictlon
damping and mlstunlng.
INTRODUCTION
A general procedure is developed for identifylng properties of structural
Joints. The procedure, which uses experimental response data, Is considered
general because it is applicable to any slze or type of structural system.
Furthermore, characterlstIcs such as damplng and stiffness, as well as nonlln-
earltles in Joints, may be Identifled.
The ability of analyst to construct accurate strJctural dynamic models,
and then perform the subsequent dynamic slmulatlons, ,)lien is limited by their
inability to estlmate the parameters necessary for creating the model. Char-
acterlzing structural joints presents a particularly Jifflcult challenge.
While present day algorithms, and the computers on wh!ch they are executed,
may be capable of performing sophisticated analyses of very large and complex
dynamic systems, the ensuing results may be only as reliable as the model.
Hence, a poorly modeled system, with only approximated stru:tural interfaces
and joints, will be unable to represent the actual system response, regardless
of the theoretical or computational capabilities.
Since Joints usually contribute significantly to the overall systen stlff-
ness, damping, and in many cases nonlinearity, it Is critlcal that reliable
Joint models be made available. For many structural systems the constituent
components often may be modeled accurately, but the Jolnts contaln considerable
modeling uncertainty. Therefore, accurate system response predictions often
are highly dependent on valid joint models.
For many types of analysis an accurate model Is an necessity, while for
others It may not be as Important. For example, if the modulus of elasticity
of a statically loaded system Is in error by lO percent the resulting displace-
ments will only be I0 percent erroneous. On the other hand, a very small error
In a system's e|genvalues may cause order of magnitude differences in the
forced response, or a stable system to become unstable.
In the case of discrete modeling methods, such as finite elements, one
possibility for developing a more accurate representation of the joints Is to
refine the mesh detail by decreasing the Individual element sizes or by using
higher order elements. By refining the me;h, the joints geometrical shape may
be represented better, allowing for a more preclse description of the resulting
stress-straln distributions. Even further modeling accuracy may be obtained by
using more sophisticated elements capable of characterizing more complex phe-
nomena such as material nonlinearity, friction, or gaps. Unfortunately, regard-
less of the refinement of the Joint models, the accuracy stlll will be limited
by the accuracy of the basic propertles (e.g., modulus of elasticity, moment
of Inertia, gap regions) used to characterize the Joint elements.
Another way of dealing wlth joint modeling Inaccuracles Is to accept them,
and then perform studles to assess their effects. By doing sensltlvlty and
statistical studles, the impact of modeling difflculties may be determined and
statistical attrlbutes such as mean response and variance may be computed.
The disadvantage of thls approach, in addition to its computatlonal Intenslty,
Is that the modellng problems never are resolved and an Improved Joint model
never Is created.
The cholce approach for managing Jolnt modeling inaccuracles Is to actu-
a11y Identify and then correct the problems. The general field which provides
methods for resolving modellng problems Is labeled System Identification
(refs. I to 4). In general, System Identification Involves the utilization of
Input and output relations, which normally are obtained experlmentally, to
determine the unknown or uncertaln dlfferentlal equatlons used to describe the
system. For the more specific problems where the dlfferential equation already
Is known a prlorl (e.g., a vlbratlng structure), the Identification problem Is
reduced to the more specific area of parameter Identification.
In reference 5 a comprehensive review of the literature pertalning to
damping In structural jolnts is provided. In thls review it is discussed how
for many systems the overall system damplng is supplied by damping In the
Jolnts. Frlctlon and gaps provide beneficial damping but they also make analy-
sls very difficult. The paper also presents the merits of nonllnear joint
mode]s. In reference 6 several Issues related to uncertain structural parame-
ters are reviewed. These Issues Include random response due to structural
uncertainty, sensitlvity to parameter variations, and optimization and
reliability.
For linear systems, parameter identiflcation methods which utilize fre-
quency based data (e.g., resonant frequencies, mode shaQes, and modal damping)
may be appllcable for Identifying joint properties. In reference 7, Component
Mode Synthesis (substructuring) methods are combined wi:h parameter Identifica-
tion procedures to improve the analytical modellng of t_le structural joints for
reduced order systems. In thls study, which utilized e<perimental modal data,
substructurlng methods were used to reduce the size and complexity of the Iden-
tlflcatlon problem. In reference 8, a similar Identification procedure Is used
to determine connection damping as well as the stiffness. The effect of frlc-
tlon damping on an assumed viscously damped system also was assessed. Swept
sine tests were used In reference 9 to ascertain the Joint properties of non-
llnear connections for space structures. Harmonic balancing and Fourier
approximation were used to extract the joint parameters from the test data. In
reference I0, a mix of analytlcal and experimental component models were com-
blned to characterize the dynamics of a flexible spacecraft. For this study,
Joint stiffness and damping properties were ascertained via cyclic loading
tests.
Several Investigators have attempted to identify nonlinearities in indl-
vldual structural joints, but only a limited number have confronted the com-
plexities associated wlth multicomponent connected systems. Prevlous studies
which have addressed connection identification have focused on Identifylng
properties from tests performed on Individua! joints rather than from coupled
system tests. In reference II, damping and stiffness of a representative space
truss joint were stud|ed. In this work results from simplified joint models
were compared to results from a complex model which Included dead bands, large
deformations, and frlctlon forces. It was concluded that in special situations
simplified models based on linear springs and viscous dampers may represent the
behavlor of the more sophlstlcated joint model. In reference 12, nonlineari-
ties in a structural joint were identifled uslng an approach termed "force-
state mapping." This approach involved slmultaneously measurlng the force on
a Joint along with its position and velocity. From the shape of the three-
dimensional surface generated by plottlng force as a function of dlsplacement
and veloclty, the type and quantitatlve description of the Jolnt mechanisms
were identified.
In reference 13, a technique is Introduced for processing noisy test data,
and for identifying the parameters In llnear dynamlc systems. The methods pre-
sented there are suitable for identiflcation of structural jolnts, except that
the experlmenta] data must be measured directly at the connection boundaries.
In reference 14, a slmllar method is presented and then applled to a llnear
dynamlc system In which the mass, damping, and stiffness matrlces are identi-
fied. Except for havlng the same ]imitation described for reference 13, of
having to measure the data directly at the connectlon boundaries, this approach
is equally acceptable for identifying Joint parameters.
In reference 15 a method for identification of linea" as well as nonllnear
Joint parameters is presented. Thls method Is advantageoJs in comparison with
other methods In that the test data need not be taken directly at the connec-
tion Jolnt. Thls is highly desirable, because in most practical situations it
is impossible to obtaln test data at the connection boundaries, thus rendering
other identification methods ineffectlve. The disadvantage of this method is
that very precise measurement data must be taken. When the test data is n,)t
preclse, the procedure may fail to converge.
The present procedure Is appllcable to both linear and nonlinear Joints
and is suitable for processing test data which has been measured at _rbitr_ry
stations on the structural system. While the present method has similar over-
all obJectlves to those of reference 15, the approach used to achieve the
objectlves is different. The _aJor difference between tie present method and
the method descrlbed in reference 15 is that the present method performs a
"global" fit between the predicted and measured data while the earlier method
performs a fit at each increment in time. The advantage of performing the fit
at each tlme Increment Is that It Is computatlonally very efficient. The dis-
advantage Is that if the results are not accurate at a particular tlme step,
the results at subsequent tlme steps also wlll be inaccurate. The present
approach, which utilizes a global fit alleviates thls problem by removing the
dependence on results from previous tlme steps. The present method also Is
advantageous because It can better deal with parameter dependent constraints
(e.g., gaps).
The present method Is demonstrated (see sample problem) with a bladed disk
assembly having friction damplng. This system was used for the demonstration
because it is a relatively complex system and exhibits considerable Joint damp-
Ing. For typical bladed disk assemblies the dominate joint damping originates
from blade tip rubblng or from interblade friction forces acting at the blade's
shroud locations. In reference 16 an analytical and test evaluation were con-
ducted to determine the performance of turbine blade platform friction dampers
for the Space Shuttle Main Engine. A lumped mass model of the bladed disk sys-
tem, which is similar to the one used in the present study, was used for the
dynamic simulations. Reference 17 also discusses friction damping for tuned,
as well as mlstuned, bladed dlsk assemblies.
PROCEDURE
To accomplish the identification of the connection parameters, the com-
plete structural system Is excited at various stations along the structure, and
the resulting response (e.g., displacements and velocltles) is measured. The
measurement stations may, or may not, be collocated with the excitation, and
the number of measurement stations may, or may not, be equal to the number of
input excltatlons. In general, It Is simpler to exclte the system wlth a sin-
gle input, and then measure the resulting response at multiple statlons. It Is
required that both the Input be known and the output be measured, regardless of
the number of stations. As mentloned previously, the present procedure is
advantageous over previous methods in that the respcnse measurements need not
be stationed directly at the connection boundaries, but Instead may be estab-
lished at any convenient position on the system.
The present procedure Involves four major steps (flg. l). First, experl-
mental data is obtained by applying the specified excitation, or initial condi-
tions, to the system and measuring the resulting response. In Step II, an
approximate analytical model is used to compute estimates of the output at the
statlons where the experimental data was measured. In Step Ill, updated con-
nectlon parameters are Identified whlch minimlze the dlfferences between the
measured and predicated output data. The procedure is repeated from Step II
until the identified connection parameters converge. These procedural steps
are descrlbed more fully below:
Step I
The test setup for obtaining the experlmental data is determined by con-
venience and the characteristics of the Individual connections. In practice it
Is only possible to locate exciters or preload at locations on the structure
where there are direct access and ample clearance. While the present method
does permlt arbitrary location of the input excltation, it is required that the
input transmit energy through the connections and that every type of connection
characteristic is exerclsed adequately. For example, if the connection con-
tains frlctlon damping and gaps, the excitation must be located so there Is
relative displacement at the connection boundaries and so that the connection
Force Is large enough to close the gap for at least part of the time. In some
situations, applying an initial impulsive load or displacement, and monitoring
the free response decay, may be advantageous over a forced response excitation.
The quantity of available experimental response data is dependent on the
number of measurement stations and the number of time steps (data points) taken
at each station. The requlred location and number of response measurements are
determlned prlmarily by the desired accuracy of subsequent computations. It Is
expected that increasing the number of measurement locations or the number of
measurements at an individual location will be beneficial for Identifylng the
connectlon parameters. Obviously, it is simpler to obtain additional data at
measurement station than to increase the number of stations. The effect of
using different quantities of measurement data Is addressed in the sample
problem.
Step II
An approximate analytical model based on estimated connection propertles
is used to generate predicted response data at the measurement statlons. Any
type of analytical model Is appropriate as long as it adequately characterizes
the structural components and is capable of producing response data at the
measurement stations. The model must preclsely characterize the components
because a basis for the Identlflcation procedure is that the component models
are accurate and all of the modelling discrepancies are contained In the con-
nections. If modelling discrepancies do exist in the component models, incor-
rect connection properties may be identified (see example).
For medium sized structures a finite element model could be approprlate
for modelling the structure, while for larger systems a mixed finite element
modal model may be better suited. Since it is necessary to integrate the
structural equations of motion to obtain not only the response data, but also
the parameter sensitlvities (Step III), It Is deslrable from a computational
vlewpolnt to keep the slze of the model to a minimum. For the present study,
a relatively simple, lumped parameter model Is used.
Step III
The connectlon parameters are computed by mlnimlzing the differences
between the predicted output obtained In Step il, and the measured output from
Step I. The parameters are computed iteratlvely from:
{p}i : {p}i-I + (([s]T[N][S])-l[s]T[w])({up,_p} _ {um,_m))l-I (1)
where {p} are the computed connection parameters, IN] is a weighting matrix
applied to the measurement data, and IS] is a sensitivity matrix contalnlng the
partial derivatives, d{u}/d{p}. {uP}, {uP}, and {um}, {om} are the predicted
and measured displacements and veloclties respectively. Appendlx A and refer-
ence 8 provides additional dlscusslon of equatlon (1).
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The sensltlv|ty matrix, [S], containing the partial derlvatlves d{u}/d{p}
Is used to relate the response data to the connection parameters. Thls matrix
Is expanded as:
[S] :
du I du I du I du l
dP I dP2 dP3 dPn
du2 du2 du2
dP I dP 2 dP 3
dP 1 dP 2 dP 3 dP n
duI du I du I du 1
dp-'-_ dT2 dP3 dPn
du2 du2 du2
dP l dP2 dP3
dP I dP2 dP3 dP n
where 'n' Is equal to the total number of unknown connection parameters, and
'q' Is the number of response degrees of freedom. Note that {u} and {6} are
vectors containing response displacement and velocity data for the entire time
hlstory.
The sensitivity matrix is computed by perturbing each of the connection
parameters, one at a tlme, then Integrating the equations of motion to deter-
mine the resultlng response, For example, a perturbation of the Ith parameter
is used to generate the ith column of the sensitivity matrix. Computationally,
the generation of the sensitivity is very expensive because the equations of
motion must be integrated for each parameter. Purthermore, since the connec-
tlon forces are nonlinear, it Is necessary to Iterate at each increment of the
time Integration to insure that equillbrium is satisfied.
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Step IV
The Identlfied parameters from Step III are used to update the analytical
model. The entlre procedure then is repeated from Step II until the identified
connection parameters are converged to the desired degree of accuracy.
SAMPLE PROBLEM
A simplified model of a bladed disk assembly was u_ed to demonstrate the
parameter Identification procedures (flg. 2). The assembly consists of five
blade models each of which are modeled by a two-degree-of-freedom lumped param-
eter system. Each of the blades are interconnected by a linear elastic spring
and friction damper. Each blade also has a tip friction damper. The entire
system consists of ten degrees of freedom. While an accurate representation of
an actual bladed disk assembly may require many more degrees of freedom, this
slmplifled system may provide valuable insight and certainly is useful for
verifying the parameter identification. The model was used to generate the
predicted response required for the parameter identification as well as simu-
lated "experimental" data. Subsequently, experimental response will refer to
the response which was generated from the simulated "experimental" model.
Inltially, the unknown connectlon parameters were specified to be the
coefficients of the inter-blade and tip frlctlon dampers shown In figure 2 as
parameters I to 10. For slmpllcity, the frictlon damper elements were modeled
to simulate pure sllding (as opposed to frictlon with sticking or friction In
series with stiffness, etc.). A value of zero was used as an Inltial estlmate
for the frictlon coefficlents. 512 tlme steps and two measurement stations,
located at degree of freedom 1 and 4, were used for the identification. Some
of the more sophisticated =rictlon models, which also could have been used,
utilize a sprlng In series with the friction force as well as gaps. For actual
identification problems It may be deslrable and necessary to include some of
these more complex models.
The transient response shown in flgure 3 was obtalned by excitlng the sys-
tem with a nonuniform Initial displacement. A nonuniform displacement was used
so that most of the structural modes would be excited. As requlred for II of
the parameter identification the identical initial displacements were used for
generating response data from the approximate analytical model.
In the flrst iteration (fig. 3(a)) where the predictor model does not yet
have any damping, there is very little agreement between the predicted and
actual response. As expected, the experimental response decays quite rapldly
due to the damping in the experimental model, while the predicted response does
not decllne at all. By the sixth iteration, there Is general agreement between
the predicted and experlmental data, and after 35 iterations (fig. 3(c)) there
is no noticeable dlfference between the two responses. Since after 3 sec, the
transient response is very small, it may be senslble to use some form of win-
dowing (e.g., exponential) to weigh the response data so that the data obtalned
past 3 sec are welghted less heavily.
Figure 4 shows a comparison among the ten identified parameters for dif-
ferent magnitudes of measurement noise (0, 5, and lO perceqt). In general, as
the noise increased the accuracy of the identified parameters decreases. When
there is no measurement noise, the identified and actual p_rameters are almost
exactly equal. When there is 5 and 10 percent noise most of the identified
parameters are in good agreement except for parameters 6,7,9 and I0 where there
is considerable dlsparlty. There may be greater disagreement in these parame-
ters because the measurement stations were located at the degrees of freedom
corresponding to the first and fourth parameter. There were no measurement
stations located at any of the other parameters.
In figure 5, the relationshlp between the identified parameters and the
number of time steps used for the identification are presented (0 percent
noise). In contrast to what was expected, as the number of tlme steps was
increased, the correlation between the experimental and identified parameters
decreased. When 128 time steps were used for the identification, there is very
good agreement between the actual and identified parameters. When 5]2 time
steps are used, there is fairly good agreement, but not as good as when only
128 points were used. The reason for this inverse relation between quality of
fit and number of time steps probably can be attributed to the rapid rate of
decay in the response data. As previously mentioned, the data past 3 sec
(IOO time steps) is not very useful since the amplitude of this data is very
small. Although the present study uses simulated data, the small amplitude
response may still be unreliable because of Its dependence on the integration
time step.
In figure 6, the identified friction coefficient for parameter 5 is shown
for each iteration. A maximum change equal to about one-half the actual param-
eter was used as a constraint to better stabilize the search for the correct
friction coefficient. Although it took many Iteratlons to converge, there was
good agreement, for this partlcular parameter, between the experimental and
Identified friction coefficient. This was true, regardless of the number of
t_me steps used.
For actual bladed disk assemblies, it is unrealistic to expect all of the
blades to be identical. Therefore, it was essential to investigate the effect
of havlng blades of dlfferlng properties (mlstuned) on the parameter identifi-
cation process. To perform thls study, a normally distributed, 5 and IO percent
random mlstunlng was Introduced into the structural model. The mistunlng was
implemented by randomly altering the springs used to characterize the blade
stlffnesses. The modified spring constants are given In table I. The mlstun-
Ing was added to the model used for generating the experimental data, but was
not added to the model used for the Identlflcation.
The transient response, found from the exact model, for three levels of
mistunlng are shown in figure 7. By comparlng the three responses, it is seen
that for 5 percent mlstunlng there is very little devlation from the tuned
response, while for lO percent mistunlng there not only is a difference in the
magnitude of the response, but also in the phasing.
A comparison among the Identlfled parameters for the three levels of mls-
tuning (fig. 8) follows a similar trend. For the tuned and 5 percent mistuned
assembly where the translent responses are slmllar, the Identlfled parameters
are very close to the actual parameters, while for the I0 percent mlstuned sys-
tems, where the translent response was considerably different, there is less
agreement between the actual and identified parameters. Overall, there is very
reasonable agreement between the actual and Identified parameters for all three
levels of mlstunlng. This result is encouraging considering the deslrabillty
of identifying Joint parameters for mlstuned systems.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
An analytical procedure has been developed which allows for the Identlfi-
catlon of the structural properties of joints in multlcomponent structural sys-
tems. The connection parameters, which are determined by performing a "global"
fit between predlcted and measured data, may be nonlinear, and velocity or dis-
placement dependent. Adequate transient, time domaln response data are required
for the assembled structural system; the location of data measurement stations
Is, however, relatively arbitrary.
A reduced order model of a bladed disk assembly with friction damping and
mlstunlng was used to demonstrate the method. Overall, there is very reasona-
ble agreement between the actual and identified parameters for different levels
of measurement error and mlstuning. In general, the quality of the parameter
Identification Is dependent on the quantity as well as the quality of the sys-
tem transient response data available. The number of parameters to be identi-
fied Is not limited, although larger Identiflcatlon problems may require a
greater number of measurement stations. While larger problems will required
greater CPU usage, the usage should not become prohibltively large except for
applications requirlng real or fast tlme identlflcation such as may be neces-
sary for adaptlve control.
The procedure shows great promlse for improving modeling capabllities In
complex structural systems, as well as for enhanclng our understanding of
structural behavior. Further developments are desirable in quantitatively
determining both the reliability of Identlfied parameters and the requ|remerts
for the test data.
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